Two-Group neutron transport theory is applied to critical problems in plane and spherical geometry. The neutron flux and the density transform for plane and spherical geometry respectively are expanded into singular eigenfunctions of the transport equation. With aid of the theory of singular integral equations the problem is reduced to one Fredholm integral equation for the expansion coefficients. The critical equations are presented as additional conditions.
Introduction
Exact solutions of multigroup transport theory are of interest for comparison with results of approximative methods. For this purpose a two-group transport theory of critical slabs and spheres adequate for numerical computations is presented in the present paper.
The two-group neutron transport theory in plane geometry has been discussed by ZELAZNY and In Sect. 2 of the present paper, eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the two-group transport equation in plane geometry for isotropic scattering will be presented. The integral transformation of the Boltzmann equation for spherical geometry generating a transport equation, which is formally identical with the one in plane geometry, will be given in Section 3. In Sect. 4, the theory of MUSKHELISHVILI 4 will be applied to the expansion of the neutron flux and the density transform into eigenfunctions for plane and spherical geometry, respectively. A Fred- holm integral equation for the expansion coefficients and a critical equation will be given.
Transport Equation in Plane Geometry and Eigenfunctions
The one-dimensional transport equation for two energy groups of neutrons in a homogeneous medium with isotropic scattering is From the separation ansatz introduced by CASE 5
we are led to the following sets of singular eigenfunctions. In the continuous range of eigenvalues rjG [ -1, 1] we find two linearly independent sets of eigenfunctions: 
FW (V, p) = ( t](c2S+rj cL(tj a)) rj-fi
with L(n) = In j
PQ(rj) denotes the principal value of the function OM-l
The set of discrete eigenvalues -1,1] is given by the roots of the dispersion equation
which have been studied by SLEWERT and SHIEH 2 .
There exist either one or two pairs ± rjs, which may be real or imaginary. The corresponding eigenfunctions are 
Transport Equation in Spherical Geometry
Since a complete set of eigenfunctions is not yet known for the differential transport equation in spherical geometry, we start from the integral twogroup transport equation for a critical sphere of radius R: 
is obtained.
Solution of Transport Equations for Critical Slabs and Spheres
Boundary conditions for critical slabs and spheres
=0 for ju>0, (16) respectively. The upper sign holds for plane geometry, the lower one for spherical geometry. FW (r;, ju) ± e*/* F ( 2 ) ( -rj, ju) 
The contribution , . Introducing the explicit forms of the eigenfunctions and (3), (4), (5) we obtain the two components of (18) ^CvAM , x ,, , , , , 
where N(z) is an analytic function in the plane cut 
Application of Plemelj's formulae to (24) yields one solution of which, obeying the Holder condition at the endpoints 0, 1 is
